The Sleeping Giant By Paul J. Meyer
Collectively, that's the richest source of wealth in the entire world. Nothing ever invented, nothing ever
dreamed of, produced, or multiplied a thousand times over could ever match the wealth that lies in the
untapped potential of our minds and our beings!
The libraries are filled... and news articles abound... with story after story of awkward kids, young people
who couldn't pass exams in school, athletes who didn't make the team early on. Yet some way, somehow,
they went on to great success!
So how did all of these people separate themselves from the "average" the ordinary? They made a
conscious choice and a conscious decision to do whatever they had to do to wake up the sleeping giant
within. They set a goal to tap their unused potential. And with practice, dedication, and commitment, and
hard work – SO CAN YOU!
Here are our steps you can take to wake up the sleeping giant within you. I have never seen them fail to
produce!
First, BELIEVE IN YOURSELF!
Believe that you do have a sleeping giant within and an untapped potential that you are unique and different
and that you can develop and grow and achieve.
Second, EXPECT TO SUCCEED!
Living life with positive expectancy produces great rewards. Remember, the only limitations you will ever
have are those you place on yourself.
Third, VISUALIZE YOURSELF SUCCEEDING!
Never see yourself as you are now, but only how you would be if you wake up the giant within and develop
your hidden potential. Knowing that each success draws you closer to the mental picture that you have of
your new future and the satisfaction that comes from accomplishing the step-by-step goals that you have
set.
Fourth, PURSUE THESE NEW GOALS OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH EMOTION!
-Get emotionally involved!
-Become passionate!
-Get excited!
-Become enthusiastic!
-Feel your adrenaline pump!
-And feel the sleeping giant awaken.
AND KNOW THAT YOU WILL NEVER BE THE SAME PERSON AGAIN!

